Right ventricular regional function using MR tagging: normals versus chronic pulmonary hypertension.
Right ventricular (RV) regional function, in both normal and diseased states, is not well characterized. Using 1D MR myocardial tagging, RV and septal intramyocardial segmental shortening was noninvasively measured in ten healthy subjects and in seven patients with chronic pulmonary hypertension. The normal RV free wall regional shortening was not uniform. A pattern of increasing RV free wall short-axis shortening was found from the RV outflow tract to the RV apex, and a more complex pattern of RV free wall long-axis shortening was observed. Both regional short- and long-axis shortening were globally reduced in pulmonary hypertension patients, with the greatest decreases in the RV outflow tract and in the basal septal wall region. Regional RV function can be quantitatively evaluated using MR tagging to determine the impact of chronic pulmonary hypertension on RV performance.